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A concise, readable, and novel interpretation of the history of communist states. Sixteen states came to be ruled by
communist parties during the 20th century. One, the Soviet Union, was geographically the largest nation in the world and
a superpower. Another, China, had the world's largest population. At communism's high point, its adherents envisioned
global triumph. Today, however, only five communist regimes remain in power. Why? In The Rise and Demise of World
Communism, George Breslauer, a specialist who has spent decades observing the evolution of communist states,
provides a sweeping history of the world communist movement, focusing in particular on what communist states shared
in common and why they began to differ from each other over time. Throughout, Breslauer explores the relations among
communist states as well as the relations between those states and the world of increasingly affluent, and militarily
formidable, democratic-capitalist powers. He finds that these regimes all came to power in the context of warfare or its
aftermath, followed by the consolidation of power by a revolutionary elite that valued "revolutionary violence" as the
preferred means to an end, based upon Marx's vision of apocalyptic revolution and Lenin's conception of party
organization. As Breslauer shows, all these regimes went on to "build socialism" according to a Stalinist template and
were initially dedicated to "anti-imperialist struggle" as members of a world communist movement. But their common
features gave way to diversity, difference, and defiance after the death of Joseph Stalin in 1953. For many reasons, and
in many ways, those differences soon blew apart the world communist movement and eventually led to the collapse of
European communism. Even though a few communist regimes still remain in power, the dream of world communism is
dead. But the future of the remaining communist regimes is uncertain. An accessible history of one of the most important
political phenomena of the past 150 years, The Rise and Demise of World Communism provides readers with a crisp
account of the entire movement--from the theories of Marx and Lenin to the on-the-ground policies of Stalin, Mao,
Gorbachev, Deng, and other communist leaders-that culminates in our own era.
The third volume of The Cambridge History of Communism spans the period from the 1960s to the present, documenting
the last two decades of the global Cold War and the collapse of Soviet socialism. An international team of scholars
analyze the rise of China as a global power continuing to proclaim its Maoist allegiance, and the transformation of the
geopolitics and political economy of Cold War conflict in an era of increasing economic interpenetration. Beneath the
surface, profound political, social, economic and cultural changes were occurring in the socialist and former socialist
countries, resulting in the collapse and transformations of the existing socialist order and the changing parameters of
world Marxism. This volume draws on innovative research to bring together history from above and below, including
social, cultural, gender, and transnational history to transcend the old separation between Communist studies and the
broader field of contemporary history.
Proves that government has become a false god and an idol in modern society in violation of the First Amendment. For
reasons why NONE of our materials may legally be censored and violate NO Google policies, see: https://sedm.org/whyour-materials-cannot-legally-be-censored/
Exhaustive treatment of the federal tax enforcement fraud. (OFFSITE LINK). Disclaimer: Disclaimer:
https://famguardian.org/disclaimer.htm Family Guardian Fellowship, the author of this document, has given their express
permission for SEDM to republish their materials to Google Books and Google Play at section 10 of the following
location: https://famguardian.org/Ministry/DMCA-Copyright.htm For reasons why NONE of our materials may legally be
censored and violate NO Google policies, see: https://sedm.org/why-our-materials-cannot-legally-be-censored/
Rebuttal to the most popular IRS lie and deception. Attach to response letters or legal pleading. Disclaimer:
https://sedm.org/disclaimer.htm For reasons why NONE of our materials may legally be censored and violate NO Google
policies, see: https://sedm.org/why-our-materials-cannot-legally-be-censored/
Remembering Communism examines the formation and transformation of the memory of communism in the postcommunist period. The majority of the articles focus on memory practices in the post-Stalinist era in Bulgaria and
Romania, with occasional references to the cases of Poland and the GDR. Based on an interdisciplinary approach,
including history, anthropology, cultural studies and sociology, the volume examines the mechanisms and processes that
influence, determine and mint the private and public memory of communism in the post-1989 era. The common
denominator to all essays is the emphasis on the process of remembering in the present, and the modalities by means of
which the present perspective shapes processes of remembering, including practices of commemoration and
representation of the past. The volume deals with eight major thematic blocks revisiting specific practices in communism
such as popular culture and everyday life, childhood, labor, the secret police, and the perception of “the system”.
Collects and analyzes seventy years of communist crimes that offer details on Kim Sung's Korea, Vietnam under "Uncle Ho," and
Cuba under Castro.
Describes why nearly all federal law is intended only for government officers, and employees and how to prove it.
A riveting and powerful story of an unforgiving time, an unlikely friendship and an indestructible love
“If you are curious and open to the life around you, if you are troubled as to why, how and by whom political power is held and
used, if you sense there must be good intellectual reasons for your unease, if your curiosity and openness drive you toward
wishing to act with others, to ‘do something,’ you already have much in common with the writers of the three essays in this book.”
— Adrienne Rich With a preface by Adrienne Rich, Manifesto presents the radical vision of four famous young rebels: Marx and
Engels’ Communist Manifesto, Rosa Luxemburg’s Reform or Revolution and Che Guevara’s Socialism and Humanity.
The unabridged versions of these definitive works are now available together as a highly designed paperback with flaps with a new
introduction by Robert Weick. Part of the Knickerbocker Classics series, a modern design makes this timeless book a perfect
travel companion. Considered to be one of the most influential political writings, The Communist Manifesto is as relevant today as
when it was originally published. This pamphlet by the German philosophers Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, published in 1884 as
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revolutions were erupting across Europe, discusses class struggles and the problems of a capitalist society. After being exiled to
London, Marx published the first part of Das Kapital, a theoretical text that argues that capitalism will create greater and greater
division in wealth and welfare and ultimately be replaced by a system of common ownership of the means of production. After
Marx's death, Engels completed and published the second and third parts from his colleague's notes. The Knickerbocker Classics
bring together the essential works of classic authors from around the world in stunning editions to be collected and enjoyed.
"In his special, prescient way, Theodore Draper himself had the final words on American Communism: "It is like a museum of
radical politics. In its various stages, it has virtually been all things to all men ... There are many ways of trying to understand such
a movement, but the first task is historical. In some respects, there is no other way to understand it, or at least to avoid seriously
misunderstanding it. Every other approach tends to be static, one-sided or unbalanced."" "Draper correctly notes that the formative
period of the American Communist movement has remained a largely untold and even unknown story. In part, the reasons for this
are that the Communist movement, although a child of the West, grew to power in the Soviet East. But Draper rescues this chapter
with deep appreciation for the fact that communism was not something that happened just in Russia, but also in the United States.
This is a must read for scholars and laypersons alike."--BOOK JACKET.
It has long been assumed that the historical legacy of Soviet Communism would have an important effect on post-communist states.
However, prior research has focused primarily on the institutional legacy of communism. Communism's Shadow instead turns the focus to the
individuals who inhabit post-communist countries, presenting a rigorous assessment of the legacy of communism on political attitudes. Postcommunist citizens hold political, economic, and social opinions that consistently differ from individuals in other countries. Grigore PopEleches and Joshua Tucker introduce two distinct frameworks to explain these differences, the first of which focuses on the effects of living in
a post-communist country, and the second on living through communism. Drawing on large-scale research encompassing post-communist
states and other countries around the globe, the authors demonstrate that living through communism has a clear, consistent influence on why
citizens in post-communist countries are, on average, less supportive of democracy and markets and more supportive of state-provided social
welfare. The longer citizens have lived through communism, especially as adults, the greater their support for beliefs associated with
communist ideology—the one exception being opinions regarding gender equality. A thorough and nuanced examination of communist
legacies' lasting influence on public opinion, Communism's Shadow highlights the ways in which political beliefs can outlast institutional
regimes.
Distinguished historian of the Soviet period Robert V. Daniels offers a penetrating survey of the evolution of the Soviet system and its
ideology. In a tightly woven series of analyses written during his career-long inquiry into the Soviet Union, Daniels explores the Soviet
experience from Karl Marx to Boris Yeltsin and shows how key ideological notions were altered as Soviet history unfolded. The book exposes
a long history of American misunderstanding of the Soviet Union, leading up to the "grand surprise" of its collapse in 1991. Daniels's
perspective is always original, and his assessments, some worked out years ago, are strikingly prescient in the light of post-1991 archival
revelations. Soviet Communism evolved and decayed over the decades, Daniels argues, through a prolonged revolutionary process,
combined with the challenges of modernization and the personal struggles between ideologues and power-grabbers.
A bold and entertaining exploration of the epic struggles of yesterday and today. Blackshirts & Reds explores some of the big issues of our
time: fascism, capitalism, communism, revolution, democracy, and ecology. These terms are often bandied about, but seldom explored in the
original and exciting way that has become Michael Parenti's trademark. Parenti shows how "rational fascism" renders service to capitalism,
how corporate power undermines democracy, and how revolutions are a mass empowerment against the forces of exploitative privilege. He
also maps out the external and internal forces that destroyed communism, and the disastrous impact of the "free-market" victory on eastern
Europe and the former Soviet Union. He affirms the relevance of taboo ideologies like Marxism, demonstrating the importance of class
analysis in understanding political realities and dealing with the ongoing collision between ecology and global corporatism. Written with lucid
and compelling style, this book goes beyond truncated modes of thought, inviting us to entertain iconoclastic views, and to ask why things are
as they are. "A penetrating and persuasive writer with an astonishing array of documentation to implement his attacks." —The Catholic
Journalist "By portraying the struggle between fascism and Communism in this century as a single conflict, and not a series of discrete
encounters, between the insatiable need for new capital on the one hand and the survival of a system under siege on the other, Parenti
defines fascism as the weapon of capitalism, not simply an extreme form of it. Fascism is not an aberration, he points out, but a 'rational' and
integral component of the system."—Stan Goff, author of Full Spectrum Disorder: The Military in the New American Century Michael Parenti,
PhD Yale, is an internationally known author and lecturer. He is one of the nation's leading progressive political analysts. Author of over 275
published articles and twenty books, his writings are published in popular periodicals, scholarly journals, and his op-ed pieces have been in
leading newspapers such as The New York Times and The Los Angeles Times. His informative and entertaining books and talks have
reached a wide range of audiences in North America and abroad.
How did fears of the Cold War shape Australian images of Asia? What was the nature of the Vietnamese revolution, which some 50 000
Australian troops failed to reverse in the 1960s? How did a small and marginal peace movement grow into the powerful Moratorium and did it
have any impact on the course of the War? Harvest of Fear is a beautifully craf
The Right To Be Greedy: Theses On The Practical Necessity Of Demanding Everything is a book published in 1974 by an American
Situationist collective called "For Ourselves: Council for Generalized Self-Management". Post-left anarchist Bob Black describes it in its
preface as an "audacious attempt to synthesize a collectivist social vision of left-wing origin with an individualistic (for lack of a better word)
ethic usually articulated on the right". Its authors say that "[t]he positive conception of egoism, the perspective of communist egoism, is the
very heart and unity of our theoretical and practical coherence". It is highly influenced by the work of Max Stirner. A reprinting of the work in
the eighties was done by Loompanics Unlimited with the involvement of Bob Black (yes, the same guy who acted like a fed and ratted out his
anarchist friends) who also wrote the preface to it. Thanks, Wikipedia.
Detailed description of the origin of all the government's civil authority over you.

To understand the dramatic collapse of the socialist order and the current turmoil in the formerly communist world, this
comprehensive work examines the most important common properties of all socialist societies. JNBnos Kornai brings a life-long
study of the problems of the socialist system to his explanation of why inherent attributes of socialism inevitably produced inefficiency. In his past work he has focused on the economic sphere, maintaining consistently that the weak economic performance
of socialist countries resulted from the system itself, not from the personalities of top leaders or mistakes made by leading
organizations and planners. This book synthesizes themes from his earlier investigations, while broadening the discussion to
include the role of the political power structure and of communist ideology. Kornai distinguishes between two types, or historical
phases, of socialism. The "classical socialism" of Stalin, Mao, and their followers is totalitarian and brutally repressive, but its
components fit together and make up a coherent edifice. Associated with names like Tito, KNBdar, Deng-Xiaoping, and
Gorbachev, "reform socialism" relaxes repression, but brings about a sharpening of inner contradictions and the eventual
dissolution of the system. Kornai examines the classical system in the first half of the book, and moves on to explore the complex
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process of reform in the second half. The Socialist System is addressed to economists in the first place, but also to political
scientists, sociologists, and historians. In addition, it will appeal to policymakers, business analysts, and government officials who
need to understand either formerly or presently communist countries.
This book intends to be a contribution to the varieties of capitalism paradigm. Our main question is to what extent the present
system in Russia, the model of President Putin is a generic model for all post-communist capitalisms.
The split in the Labor Party in the mid 1950's was the culmination of an enormous struggle for the soul of the party, waged by fair
means or foul. Locked in bitter ideological dispute were, on the one hand, a small but energetic group of Communists and their
sympathizers and, on the other, anti-Communist forces led by B.A. Santamaria. Santamaria's role, and the activities of his semiclandestine - organization, the Movement, created enormous controversy within the Catholic Church. The split and its aftermath
had a profound impact on the landscape of Australian politics up to the present day. Drawing on previously unreleased documents,
this is the first comprehensive account of the events leading up to the split. Bruce Duncan interviewed many of the key players and
has had access to archives not open to previous scholars working on this topic. This is likely to be the definitive work on the
Movement, just as Stuart Macintyre's book The Reds will be the standard reference on the Communist Party of Australia.
Illustrated with black & white photographs.
Twenty years after the demise of communist policy, this book evaluates the continuing communist legacies in the current minority
protection systems and legislations across a number of states in post-communist Europe. The fall of communism and the process
of democratisation across post-communist Europe led to considerable change in minority protection with new systems and
national political institutions either developed or copied. In general, the new institutions reflected the practices and experiences of
(western) European states and were installed upon advice from European security organisations. Yet many ideas, legislative
frameworks, policies and practices remained open to interpretation on the ground. With case studies on a diverse set of postcommunist polities including Slovakia, Bosnia, Macedonia, Ukraine, Estonia, Croatia, the Baltic States and Russia, expert
contributors consider how the institutional legacies of the communist past impact on policies designed to support minority
communities in the new European democracies. Providing unique empirical material and comparative analyses of ethnocultural
diversity management during and after communism, this book will be of interest to students and scholars of international relations,
European politics, political geography, post-communism, ethnic politics, nationalism and national identity.
The powerful impact of Socialism and Communism on modern German history is the theme which is explored by the contributors
to this volume. Whereas previous investigations have tended to focus on political, intellectual and biographical aspects, this book
captures, for the first time, the methodological and thematic diversity and richness of current work on the history of the German
working class and the political movements that emerged from it. Based on original contributions from U.S., British, and German
scholars, this collection address a wide range of themes and problems.
Use this to control your withholding and reporting to avoid government franchises. We are NOT responsible for this so don't call to
ask us questions. Disclaimer: https://sedm.org/disclaimer.htm For reasons why NONE of our materials may legally be censored
and violate NO Google policies, see: https://sedm.org/why-our-materials-cannot-legally-be-censored/ Family Guardian Fellowship,
the author of this document, has given their express permission for SEDM to republish their materials to Google Books and
Google Play at section 10 of the following location: https://famguardian.org/Ministry/DMCA-Copyright.htm
Documents the primary mechanism abused by the government to destroy the constitutional rights and sovereignty of the people.
Amadeo Bordiga was one of the greatest figures of the Third Communist International. The Science and Passion of Communism
presents his Soviet and internationalist battles in the revolutionary post-WWI period until that against Stalinism, and those in the
post-WWII period against the triumphant U.S. capitalism and for an original, updated re-presentation of Marxist critique of political
economy.
“Nothing short of horrifying . . . In terms of putting the last 100 years in perspective, Dupes may be one of the most significant
literary offerings of our time.” —Washington Times In this startling, intensively researched book, bestselling historian Paul Kengor
shines light on a deeply troubling aspect of American history: the prominent role of the “dupe.” From the Bolshevik Revolution
through the Cold War and right up to the present, many progressives have unwittingly aided some of America’s most dangerous
opponents. Based on never-before-published FBI files, Soviet archives, and other primary sources, Dupes reveals: •Shocking
reports on how Senator Ted Kennedy secretly approached the Soviet leadership to undermine not one but two American
presidents •Stunning new evidence that Frank Marshall Davis—mentor to a young Barack Obama—had extensive Communist ties
and demonized Democrats •Jimmy Carter’s woeful record dealing with America’s two chief foes of the past century, Communism
and Islamism •Today’s dupes, including the congressmen whose overseas anti-American propaganda trip was allegedly financed
by foreign intelligence •How Franklin Roosevelt was duped by “Uncle Joe” Stalin—and by a top adviser who may have been a
Soviet agent—despite clear warnings from fellow Democrats •How John Kerry’s accusations that American soldiers committed war
crimes in Vietnam may have been the product of Soviet disinformation •The many Hollywood stars who were duped, including
Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall, Katharine Hepburn, Gene Kelly—and even Ronald Reagan
In A Philosophy for Communism: Rethinking Althusser Panagiotis Sotiris reconstructs Althusser’s quest for a new practice of
philosophy that would enable a new practice of politics for communism, through a reading of the tensions and dynamics running
through his work.
How do Muslims relate to Islam in societies that experienced seventy years of Soviet rule? How did the utopian Bolshevik project
of remaking the world by extirpating religion from it affect Central Asia? Adeeb Khalid combines insights from the study of both
Islam and Soviet history to answer these questions. Arguing that the sustained Soviet assault on Islam destroyed patterns of
Islamic learning and thoroughly de-Islamized public life, Khalid demonstrates that Islam became synonymous with tradition and
was subordinated to powerful ethnonational identities that crystallized during the Soviet period. He shows how this legacy endures
today and how, for the vast majority of the population, a return to Islam means the recovery of traditions destroyed under
Communism. Islam after Communism reasons that the fear of a rampant radical Islam that dominates both Western thought and
many of Central Asia’s governments should be tempered with an understanding of the politics of antiterrorism, which allows
governments to justify their own authoritarian policies by casting all opposition as extremist. Placing the Central Asian experience
in the broad comparative perspective of the history of modern Islam, Khalid argues against essentialist views of Islam and Muslims
and provides a nuanced and well-informed discussion of the forces at work in this crucial region.
Published to coincide with the twentieth anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall — a definitive and ground-breaking account of the
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revolutionary ideology that changed the modern world. The inexorable rise of Communism was the most momentous political
phenomenon of the first half of the twentieth century. Its demise in Europe and its decline elsewhere have produced the most
profound political changes of the last few decades. In this illuminating book, based on forty years of study and a wealth of new
sources, Archie Brown provides a comprehensive history as well as an original and highly readable analysis of an ideology that
has shaped the world and still rules over a fifth of humanity. A compelling new work from an internationally renowned specialist,
The Rise and Fall of Communism promises to be the definitive study of the most remarkable political and human story of our
times.
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